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Why talk about heat waves in a 
coastal climate conference?
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warmer CoolerCooler



Next Questions

• Why bother with indoor measurement?
• Can we make indoor forecasts?
• What makes vulnerable populations difficult 

to target?
• How to manage distributed sensing in this 

population?
• How do we engage them so that they actually 

want to participate?





Indoor and Outdoor Heatwaves are Different

• A manipulated environment depends on both 
building construction and occupant behavior

• Indoor heatwaves are lagged and smoothed 
by thermal inertia

Data from the
Harlem Heat Project

Data from the Harlem Heat Project, 2016
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Can we Forecast Indoor Temperature?
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Energy Flow Predicts Indoor temperatures

Infrared energy radiated into the room is modelled to emanate from a window 
temperature Tw intermediate between the residence temperature Tr and the outdoor 
air temperature Ta.     Coefficients for each residence are found by regression.
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But Humans Dynamically Modify the System!

• Open windows, draw shades, turn on fans...
• All still allow the same physical interactions 

with the environment, but the coefficients 
change dynamically

• Need to find functions dependent on both 
indoor and outdoor temperature that model 
human behavior.

• This will require a lot of data!



How Good is Tomorrow’s Prediction?

NO ACWith AC

This means we can forecast indoor heat waves, 
which look different from outdoor heat waves.

The forecast
and observed
changes in 
indoor temps 
match well.



Why is Placing Sensors Difficult?

• Vulnerable populations rarely have internet 
except through cell phones

• Why would they want us or even our sensors 
in their homes to begin with?



LoRaWAN: 
A Path Forward for Distributed Sensing

Old Paradigm:
Install wifi or bluetooth LAN,
Need to maintain one 
internet connection per 
location.

New Paradigm:
Install radio receiver data gateway,
With range of 1 to 5 miles depending 
on building interference
(15 miles in country).



The Things Network Concept
(a free networking service)

• With properly registered hardware and freeware, 
anyone can connect to the Things Network

• Signals received by any TTN antenna is sent to a 
central server to be picked up by the user

• Once a TTN antenna gateway is installed, it’s free 
for anyone to register for use (like free password-
protected wifi). 

• Multiple projects can add to and build on the 
same infrastructure





Pricing it Out

Wifi Stations
1 base station per building
~ $150 + monthly fees

LoRaWAN:
1 receiver per ~100 buildings
~ $600  (+ 1 monthly fee?)



Organization Support for the 
LoRaWAN/TTN Approach

• The Things Network NYC is the largest 
LoRaWAN volunteer organization in the 
country, and offers  technical support. 

• The Borough of Manhattan is so interested in 
the potential of TTN that they plan to install 
antenna gateways in as many locations as they 
can. (they were inspired in part by the Harlem 
Heat Project)



Why Would Residents Want to Be a Part of This?

Previous researchers used asthma study groups, Head Start, 
community action groups, even paramedic visits.  But can 
we make residential sensing attractive, so it will grow?

Feedback: we envision a cellphone app that would let 
residents look at current, past and future indoor 
compared to outdoor conditions,  ensembles of 
neighbors, and comment. 

Existing Interest: Several community organizations in New 
York City have expressed concern about air quality in 
public housing, and are interested in residential sensing 
programs that total hundreds of participants.  Heat 
measurement can piggy-back on this.



Take-Home Thoughts

The LoRaWAN/Things Network approach to real-
time distributed sensing becomes cheaper and 
easier as more projects adopt it.

Building interiors are micro-environments driven by 
the outside climate, and so can be predicted in 
tandem in an ensemble approach. 

Indoor environments are perhaps more impactful 
than outdoor environments, yet are largely 
disregarded by the climate community. 
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